CONCLUSION

After a deep study and going through facts conclusion is that Terrorism is the striking problem before world today and all achievements of human being seem dwarfish before terrorism. The word terrorism is derived from terror, which means extreme fear, which excites dreadfulness, or we can say utmost fear. When this terror is used for fulfillment of self-interests then the form of terror is known as terrorism.

Terrorism is neither a nascent nor a modern phenomenon but it is as old as the civilization. History has evidences of terrorism like by hard liners to hung Christ on cross, civil disturbances during first century BC and 3rd century AD in the Rome and in Greek states during 4th and 5th centuries disturbances, revolts and destructive incidences all these traces are examples or proofs of existence of terrorism in ancient ages. Sun Tzu also favours terroristic activities. In his book ‘Art of War’ he emphasized on attack by fire and he gave a general formula. Kill one and threaten ten thousand, to achieve goals by terrorism.

Before emerging in its present form terrorism has passed through five phases. In these developing phases various people and forces gave it different twists like Monarchical twist, Feudalistic twist, Colonial twist, Revolutionary twist, Communist twist, Capitalistic twist, Religious twist.

Nineteenth century was century of starting of violent struggle for independence and establishing self-government. Irish, Macedonian Serbs, Armenians and other nationalist groups used all these for achieving self-rule or independence. 20th century may be termed as ‘century of destruction and terrorism’. Mankind has never faced such a terrible destruction during preceding centuries. During 20th century mankind faced terrorism prominently in forms of establishment of
liberty and democracy, nationalism, communism, fascism, Nazism and religious propaganda.

Lenin used terroristic principles and ideas of Marx in actual life. He made an aim to end capitalism by civil war of Labour community. Lenin introduced a new system in political scenario of world. Many states of continents of Asia, Europe, Africa and America (North & South) come under browbeats of communist terrorism after world war-II and some places achieved remarkable victories e.g. China, Cuba and Vietnam etc. America came forward to lead capitalists to counter communism and whole world was now under influence of cold war. Notorious Osama-bin-Laden and fundamentalist groups like Taliban grew up under patronage of America.

Now days the dreaded religious terrorism, which is being faced by world, also has grown up during first half of 20th century with came up of ‘Haganah’ under leadership of Zebolisky in 1920 to form independent sovereign state Israel. In 1928 Hasan-Al formed Ikhwan-UL-Muslimeen (Muslim Brotherhood) responding to Haganah. Pakistani General and ruler Jia-UL-Haq first of all used holy terms for terrorists like Jehadi or Mujahiddin in 1980. Osama-Bin-Laden created religious craziness. Public emotions and youth energy of Islamic states was exploited by Osama-Bin-Laden in a skilled manner and a turn toward terrorism was given. The pair of Osama-Bin-Laden and General Jia-UL-Haq (former President of Pakistan) may be compared with Carl Marx and Lenin, as Carl Marx’s ideas actually used in practical behavior by Lenin. Similarly General’s ideals were used by Laden.

Issue of defining terrorism has globally risen as peculiar controversy- one man’s freedom fighter one man’s terrorist. Extract of most of definitions is – a struggle for achieving political power is known as terrorism. But in fact terrorism cannot be defined by highlighting only one or tow aspects and neglecting the others. A suitable and worthy definition of terrorism in changing scenario of the
world may be as, "the mode with which an individual or organized group or institution creates fear in mind of individual, community and society with violent or non-violent means for vested interests is called terrorism."

Terrorism cannot be bounded in limits by hard and fast rules but in contemporary world different forms of terrorism can be identified as

- Nationalist terrorism, Separatist terrorism, Ethnic terrorism,
- Political terrorism, Ideological terrorism, Religious terrorism,
- Fundamentalist terrorism, Stir terrorism, Cultural terrorism and Revenge terrorism etc.

Economic deprivation, Social injustice and political frustrations are prominent causes of terrorism. Political and strategic interests of nations, double standards of nations and the situation of non-dialogue among different cultures also flourish terrorism. If Political, social and economic ugly deprivations had not been in existence which are known as fundamentals of terrorism even than terrorism will exist in international relations because "Warfare cannot be eliminated from international scenario because it is the perpetual phenomenon which has been in existence since beginning with varying intensity. It may be very depending upon contemporary reasons but intensity of warfare is directly proportional to human nature and inversely proportional to destructiveness of weapons."

Terrorism has emerged, as a giant that at present world is not so much afraid of super powers but world is afraid of any insignificant terrorist. At present super powers also not afraid of each other but from terrorism. This is indication of a global problem caused by terrorism and clear inkling of challenges to global security. Since last two decades terrorism got an incomparable boost and prevalent.
Modern terrorists are using ultra modern technology and refined methods for carrying out terroristic activities. Strategies used by them are new and bewildering. Weapons of mass destruction are in reach and bound of terrorists. Revealing of American Secret agency and indication of President George Bush that Dr. Abdul Kadir Khan, nuclear scientist of Pakistan was main accused of smuggling of nuclear technology. Capturing of two colleagues of Dr. Abdul Kadir Khan during raids against Talibans is clear indication that Osama-Bin-Laden was trying to develop nuclear arms. When terrorists are daring to obtain nuke arms then availability of ultra modern electronic equipments, destructive arms, odourless semtex, detonator bombs and bio-chemical weapons of mass destruction is not a difficult task form them. According to intelligence report of USA terrorists are capable of producing epidemic using bacteria at large scale. Due to disintegration of USSR, it is very possible modern armaments like remote controlled missiles, bio-chemical and nuclear weapon are in reach and bound of terrorists because newborn states could not control effectively black marketing of weapons.

Demission of world before communication web, new techniques, white collar and cyber crimes all these with loopholes in security system are providing bless and boon for terrorism. Highly qualified clean skin youths and skilled experts of technology are carrying out operations of terroristic outfits. It is a matter of worry and deep concern. Nourishing and supporting terrorism during cold war was a foundation stone of terrorism for future. During the Reagan administration state sponsored terrorism was on its list of foreign policy priorities. Threat to global security became more serious with cross boarder shelter and support for terrorism. Organized crimes, the racial, caste and class struggles.
regionalism and fundamentalism provided fuel to the fire of terrorism. Taking terrorism as a problem of particular region and temperament of neutrality was likely tacit consent for proliferation of terrorism. It helps terrorism to become global problem.

Bloody conflict between IRA and Britain army has dominated life in UK and Northern Ireland. Baarder Meinhof Gang’s violent activities in Germany, FLNC’s struggle for Corsica’s independence from France and ETA’s violent activities have knocked the European security, India, China, Indonesia, Iraq, USA, Peru, Chilly, Brazil, Colombia, Argentina etc. are facing terrorism. Thousand and thousand years old Egypt, the centre point of Arab civilization and neighboring nations Sudan, Algeria, Libya etc are facing terrorism for a long time. After study of terroristic activities at international levels it can be concluded that it is hard fact that probability of finding a nation untouched by terrorism is negligible.

Now days each nation feels insecure before terrorism and at present if there is any common enemy for humanity that is terrorism. Irrespective of differentiating between week and strong nations terrorism has become a serious danger for global security.

In ancient era for terrifying opponents killings and massacre were very common. But French revolution set new trends of terrorism in contemporary world. During 1st and 2nd world wars terroristic methods were used at large scale. Nazis and Stalin set new dreaded trends for terrorism by eliminating people in labour camps and in construction camps.

Impacts of terrorism are at global level instead of individual. Consequences of terrorism can be catastrophic for all nations irrespective of rich or poor. Terrorism produces harmful effects in
several ways. The atmosphere of uncertainty develops and every thing seems to be coming to a halt. Broadly the adverse effects of terrorism may be classified as economic, socio-cultural and political effects. Terrorism derails economy and processes of growth come under heavy strain and pace of change slows down. Civil liberties are the first casualties of terrorism. Social harmony is another victim of terrorism. A society ridden with tension and conflicts spends its time and energy to fight terrorism instead of achieving the desired social progress. Terrorism spread vengeance and hate in society. Terrorism has far reaching effects on the political scenario of nations and it can create political disorder. In the wake of terrorism the democratic institutions and basic freedoms of the people come under heavy strain. In this way it may be concluded that terrorism paralyses the economic, socio-cultural and political systems.

It is sure that forthcoming trends of terrorism will be more catastrophic in respect of present because in near future unpredictable high tech revolution is expected and terrorists would like to misuse new technology.

The demand of self-determination will pay major role in future terrorism. Challenges from separatists are likely to increase in future instead of coming down. Community in minority of every nation on basis of caste, language, region, race or religion will be willing to have their separate identity. Further developments of all above mentioned circumstances will be main causes of breaking up of the great and large integrated nations even America cannot protect it self from all this. 21st century may be century of disintegration for nations large in size.

Experts visualize the possibility of ‘super terrorism’ in the coming years. What trends of terrorism will be adopted in future can
not be predicted exactly but on base of facts and data it may concluded that following trends and forms may emerge in future

➤ Cyber Terrorism, Narco Terrorism and NBC Terrorism

Threat is not on boundaries but in fact it is from interior of any nation in form of terrorism. Now broadly we have to redefine the term national security keeping in view the present changed circumstances. Because challenges have now, reached from boundaries to the doorsteps of citizens. So a new term “Door Security” should be introduced which is more concerned word. In contemporary world if there had been globalization of any thing that is ‘Terrorism’ and which is serious concern and challenge to security of global village

Through out the world individuals, terrorists’ outfits and rogue states used terrorism as an strategic instrument which favours use of arms and violent oppressive and destructive means for fulfillment of low self interests. Terrorists always use to correlate their dreaded campaigns with religion, liberty and social harassment. The aims of terrorists are to get wide acceptance and gain public sympathy for their misdeeds, which is much needed for establishment of broad base. Modus operandi of terrorists is so cunning that they have made their image of benevolent of public and protectors of public rights. The extremists pretend to fight for social injustice against dictatorship and for public welfare and common man can never come to know the hidden agenda of terrorists. By propaganda a minor problem is shown and produced as a major problem at international levels.

In my study I have analyzed that terrorism has three-dimensional strategy, which has three stages. It may be termed as 3-D strategy of terrorism. In first stage terrorists carry out attacks, in second
Stage terrorists wait for the reactions of government and in third stage terrorists expose their manifesto in public and common man find himself related to the issues raised by terrorists.

Not only terrorists but nowadays some states also use terrorism as an strategic instrument as mentioned in American report on terrorism Patterns of Global Terrorism – 1999. For vested national interests terrorism is frequently used as strategic instrument at national and international levels because

- Without any loss of life the sponsoring nations putting forward strong challenges to enemy nations merely by spending money.
- Small and less powerful nation may use it against powerful nation.
- Even a single person can dare to use terrorism against any nation irrespective of weak or super power as Osama-bin-Laden has openly declared war against America and Israel.

Striking examples of using terrorism as an instrument by America and Britain are even not hesitating for humiliation of Saddam Hussein in name of WMD

Terrorism is most attention drawing issue at international levels for international institutions and it has become a challenge for the international institutions. Due to continuous proliferation of terrorism neutrality of international institutions are becoming doubtful. It is asked whether these international institutions are nursing or eliminating it? During formation of League of Nations world was tyrant of global colonial oppression, revolutionists’ terrorism and was entangled in wars. for getting rid of all these League of Nations was formed but League couldn’t play positive and effective role. So League’s fall was faster than its coming into existence.
The necessity to check anarchy, terrorism and threat of destructive wars and to maintain peace and harmony at international levels after World War-II, forced the nations of world to co-operate and for coming on a platform and UNO was the result. But UNO was helpless to eliminate terrorism due to cold war.

In some cases by adopting strict measures terrorism could be controlled but all needful was not done by UNO. As a result role of UNO became doubtful and it was taken in negative sense. UNO was also alleged for nourishing terrorism instead of eliminating it. UNO should avoid taking each and every incident as political problem. Root causes of problem must be analyzed e.g. Greece crisis, Palestine problem, Kashmir problem, Cyprus problem, Arab-Israel problem. American hostages crisis in Tehran, Afghanistan problem etc. are some striking problems which came before security council and all these were taken as political problems instead of treating as terroristic problem.

No doubt UNO couldn’t play positive and convincing role in elimination of terrorism but the future expectations must not be taken as pessimistic view. It is said that hope never dies and we should also consider and pay regard to Dr. Evart’s words, “During evaluation of role of UNO it will be injustice and even not enough only to ask what has UNO done? But we should consider that what could have happened if UNO had not been in existence.”

Dealing with terrorism is very difficult and a sensitive matter which needs very much patience. To get rid of terrorism is not a strong will of world but it is a compulsion, which is not a reflection of consciousness but yielding of terror. We have entered in 21st century but it is very ironical that for eliminating terrorism no comprehensive and organized efforts have been made till now. For eliminating
terrorism each and every one across the globe have to come forward and collective efforts should be made. Counter terrorism strategies must be made after deep study of causes, source, nature, aims & objectives and efforts made for eliminating terrorism till now.

Keeping in view the need of hour and priorities to counter the problem I would like to suggest the instrument CACSCOT (Comprehensive and collective strategy to counter terrorism) on national and global levels. The tool (CACSCOT) to counter terrorism is explained below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CACSCOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter Instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures applicable on both National and Global Levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At least the following provisions must be adopted unanimously at international levels.

- Individuals or institutions acting against CACSCOT must be treated as terrorist.
- Checking body at international level should be constituted.

Counter Instrument contains measures for countering terrorism. All measures, which may be implemented only with global co-operation, are classified under global measures category as enlisted below:
➤ Suspension of Human Rights of Terrorists
➤ Drop extradition treaty for terrorists
➤ Media censorship
➤ Co-operation among nations
➤ Denying use of soil for terrorists
➤ Seize funding
➤ Dialogue among different religious factions
➤ Avoid dual stands on terrorism
➤ Global awareness
➤ Exploration for alternative energy sources
➤ Veto power should not be used in terrorism related cases.

Domestic Measures must be adopted at national level with high strictness and dedication. The measures are as under

➤ Electronic identity card for all citizens
➤ Control PIC (Poverty, Illiteracy, Corruption)
➤ State should provide JOLE (Justice, opportunity, Liberty, Expression freedom) for everyone.
➤ Eliminate jurisdictional limits and boundaries.
➤ Putting aside petty differences
➤ Minimum essential qualification for politicians and public representatives
➤ Law and order must be maintained in all circumstance.
➤ Defense studies must be taught to every student.

Simultaneous measures are some other measures, which must be adopted at national and international levels simultaneously. These measures are

➤ Emphasize on better strategy instead of better technology
➤ Continuous check on religious institutions like Madarsas
➢ Fight with power and trick against terrorism
➢ Confidence building measures must be adopted among struggling factions
➢ Rehabilitation of terrorists
➢ Continuous dialogue
➢ Always alert

If counter terrorism model as suggested is implemented honestly then the terrorism, which has emerged as serious danger for world security, may be controlled and eliminated effectively. It is the need of hour that we should fight collectively at global levels so that no traces of terrorism are left behind.